We report a complete structural study of CoF 2 under pressure. Its crystal structure and vibrational and electronic properties have been studied both theoretically and experimentally using first-principles density functional theory (DFT) methods, x-ray diffraction, x-ray absorption at Co K-edge experiments, Raman spectroscopy, and optical absorption in the 0-80 GPa range. We have determined the structural phase-transition sequence in CoF 2 and corresponding transition pressures. The results are similar to other transition-metal difluorides such as FeF 2 but different to ZnF 2 and MgF 2 , despite that the Co 2+ size (ionic radius) is similar to Zn 2+ and Mg 2+ . We found that the complete phase-transition sequence is tetragonal rutile (P 4 2 /mnm) → CaCl 2 type (orthorhombic P nnm) → distorted PdF 2 (orthorhombic P bca) + PdF 2 (cubic P a3) in coexistence → fluorite (cubic F m3m) → cotunnite (orthorhombic P nma). It was observed that the structural phase transition to the fluorite at 15 GPa involves a drastic change of coordination from sixfold octahedral to eightfold cubic with important modifications in the vibrational and electronic properties. We show that the stabilization of this high-pressure cubic phase is possible under nonhydrostatic conditions since ideal hydrostaticity would stabilize the distorted-fluorite structure (tetragonal I 4/mmm) instead. Although the first rutile → CaCl 2 -type second-order phase transition is subtle by Raman spectroscopy, it was possible to define it through the broadening of the E g Raman mode which is split in the CaCl 2 -type phase. First-principles DFT calculations are in fair agreement with the experimental Raman mode frequencies, thus providing an accurate description for all vibrational modes and elastic properties of CoF 2 as a function of pressure.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Pressure-induced structural phase transitions of transitionmetal (TM) dihalides TMX 2 (X: Cl, Br, F) have received considerable attention over the past 30 years due to their ample and subtle polymorphism. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Most transformations yield a high variety of energetically equivalent structures, which are characterized by an increase of the TM coordination number upon compression. Due to their simple composition and bonding, the phase-transition sequence shows some common features associated with the coordination polyhedra, providing a general polymorphic description for these transformations, which results in the interest in geophysics as well as in materials science. In particular, this behavior has enormous implications as the electronic properties are substantially modified with the change of TM coordination, but also in geophysics as the ample polymorphism attained in the Earth, where SiO 2 quartz is an example of this behavior. [15] [16] [17] The ambient pressure quartz-coesite structure, which is characterized by a three-dimensional (3D) network of O-sharing SiO 4− 4 tetrahedra, transforms to the stishovite phase at high pressure, which is the high-pressure polymorph of the rutile structure. This last phase has called a large attention since it appears in the Earth's lower mantle. 15 In spite of the significant difference between TM-F and Si-O bonds, many TMF 2 exhibit a similar H-P-T sequence, although slight deviations can appear depending on the nature of the TM. Pioneering works in MnF 2 and CoF 2 (Refs. 1 and 2) showed that these compounds transform from rutile to fluorite at high pressure. However, the development of x-ray diffraction (XRD) techniques devoted to high pressure at synchrotron facilities allowed us to unveil slight structural differences with respect to the simplest transition sequence, which led to the description of ZnF 2 and MgF 2 pressure behavior in terms of a phase-transition sequence. For nonmagnetic difluoride compounds such as MgF 2 (Refs. 6 and 8) and ZnF 2 , 9 the sequence of structural phase transitions is rutile (P 4 2 /mnm) → CaCl 2 type (P nnm) → PdF 2 type (P a3). While the rutile → CaCl 2 -type phase transition is of the second order and it is properly ferroelastic, 6 ,7 the phase-transition CaCl 2 type → PdF 2 -type is a first-order transition and involves a volume reduction of 6%. For these transitions there is no change in the coordination number for the TM atoms, such that in the fluorite-distorted PdF 2 -type phase, the cation coordination is 6 + 2 instead of 8. 9 On the other hand, according to Ref. 2 , TM difluorides such as MnF 2 , CoF 2 , and NiF 2 exhibit a quite different sequence: rutile → orthorhombic structure → DF → PbCl 2 -type structure, rutile → DF → hexagonal structure, and rutile → orthorhombic structure → DF, respectively, where DF refers to a distorted fluorite phase. However, the lack of accurate experimental data on these compounds precludes any attempt to generalize this transition sequence and to establish the main driving forces leading to a given sequence within difluorides. In this way, accurate density functional theory (DFT) ab initio studies performed in FeF 2 have clearly demonstrated this problem is subtle, as evidenced by the possibility of phase coexistence associated with phases where the free energy only differ by a few meV. 10 Moreover, these calculations reveal that nonhydrostatic conditions can stabilize other phases more symmetric than those stabilized under hydrostatic conditions. These important constraints make the experimental study of TMF 2 complex and difficult due likely to multiphase formation. Therefore, the use of XRD with complementary techniques such as optical absorption, x-ray absorption, and Raman spectroscopy can be decisive to draw an adequate characterization of the phase-transition sequence.
Here, we investigate the phase-transition sequence in CoF 2 as a function of pressure from the rutile to the cotunnite structure (0-80 GPa range) using the above-mentioned experimental techniques and accurate ab initio calculations. From a stereochemistry view point, the interest for studying CoF 2 is twofold: (1) as far as the ionic radius is concerned (R Co 2+ = 0.75Å), the phase-transition sequence should be similar to ZnF 2 19 Therefore, investigation on CoF 2 can be crucial to clarify which of the interactions eventually governs the phase-transition sequence. Interestingly, this study will particularly focus on the possible existence of the rutile → CaCl 2 -type second-order phase transition, which is properly ferroelastic, 6, 9 and difficult to detect experimentally by Raman spectroscopy.
The paper is organized as follows: In Secs. II and III, we give a detailed description of the experimental and computational details. The experimental and theoretical results are in Sec. IV, where we show the experimental XRD studies in Sec. IV A, the Raman measurements in Sec. IV B, XANES and EXAFS data in Sec. IV C, and the optical absorption measurements in Sec. IV D. In Sec. IV E, we analyze the theoretical predictions for the phase-transition sequence of CoF 2 under ideal hydrostatic conditions. Finally, the summary and conclusions of this work are presented in Sec. V.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Float-zone single crystals of CoF 2 growth by Bridgman were used in present experiments. Suitable parallelepiped samples of CoF 2 (90×90×20 μm 3 ) cut perpendicular to the tetragonal c axis were obtained from the same crystal rod and used for optical absorption and Raman spectroscopy under high-pressure conditions. Unpolarized micro-Raman scattering measurements were performed in a triple monochromator Horiba-Jobin-Yvon T64000 spectrometer in subtractive mode backscattering configuration, equipped with liquid-nitrogencooled CCD detector. The 514.5-nm and 647-nm lines of an Ar + -Kr + laser were focused on the sample with a 20× objective for micro-Raman, and the laser power was kept below 40 mW in order to avoid heating effects. The laser spot was 20 μm in diameter and the spectral resolution was better than 1 cm −1 . The Raman technique was used to check the sample structure through the characteristic first-order modes (A 1g and E g in rutile-type structure) as well as to determine structural phase-transition pressures.
Optical absorption under high-pressure conditions was performed on a prototype fiber-optics microscope equipped with two 25× reflecting objectives mounted on two independent x-y-z translational stages for the microphocus beam, and the collector objective and a third independent x-y-z translational stage for the diamond anvil cell (DAC) holder. Optical absorption, luminescence, and imaging data were obtained simultaneously with the same device. 20 Spectra in the UV-VIS and NIR were attained with specially designed Ocean 
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Optics USB 2000 and NIRQUEST 512 monochromators using Si-and InGaAs-CCD detectors, respectively.
Hydrostatic pressure experiments in the 0-80 GPa range were carried out on a membrane-type diamond anvil cell (DAC) and a Boehler-Almax DAC for high-pressure experiments. 200-μm-thickness Inconel gaskets were preindented and suitable 200-μm-diameter holes were perforated with a Betsa motorized electrical discharge machine. The DAC was loaded with a suitable single crystal and ruby microspheres (10 μm diameter) using silicon oil as pressure-transmitting medium.
XRD experiments under pressure were performed at the MSPD beamline in the ALBA Synchrotron Facility, Spain, using monochromatic radiation (λ = 0.4246Å) and a twodimensional (2D) image-plate detector, in combination with a Boelher-Almax DAC with 700-μm and 350-μm culet diamonds to cover accurately the 0-20 GPa range. X-ray absorption measurements under pressure were obtained in the ODE: a new beam line for high-pressure XAS and XMCD studies at SOLEIL, 21 using energy dispersive setup with white beam around the Co K edge (E = 7.73 keV) and a membrane-type DAC.
In all experiments we used silicone oil as pressuretransmitting media and, additionally, we also employed paraffin in Raman and optical absorption measurements. The pressure and temperature were calibrated from the ruby PL through the R 1 and R 2 peak shifts and their relative intensity, respectively. 22, 23 III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS Total-energy calculations were performed within the framework of the DFT and the projector-augmented wave 25, 26 (PAW) method as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP). [27] [28] [29] [30] We used a plane-wave energy cutoff of 520 eV to ensure a high precision in all our calculations. The exchange and correlation energy was described within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in the PerdewBurke-Ernzerhof 31 (PBE) prescription. The GGA + U method was used to account for the strong correlation between the electrons in the Co d shell, on the basis of Dudarev's method. 32 In this method, the onsite Coulomb interaction U and onsite exchange interaction J H were treated together as U eff = U − J H . For our GGA + U calculations, we chose U = 6 eV and J H = 1 eV for the Co atom. These values of U and J H were used previously with relative success in other cobalt-based compounds such as CoWO 4 . 33 To ensure the quality of the chosen U eff , we compared the electronic and structural parameters for the rutile structure with reported data in the literature, where good agreement was found. To further test the effect of U eff , we calculated the dependence of the pressure at which the structural transition occurs for the first phase transitions [see Fig. 1(c) ] as a function of the value of U eff . As the U eff changes from 2.5 to 6.0 eV, the change in the transition pressure is less than 0.3 GPa. This indicates that the structural transitions are not very sensitive to the choice of U eff but its presence is important to describe correctly the electronic localization and magnetic properties.
The Monkhorst-Pack scheme was employed for the Brillouin-zone (BZ) integrations 34 
IV. RESULTS

A. XRD studies
At low temperature and ambient conditions, cobalt (II) fluoride (CoF 2 ) crystallizes in the tetragonal rutile structure with the space group P 4 2 /mnm (D 14 4h in the Schoenflies notation) and with two formula units per conventional cell (see Fig. 1 ). The rutile structure is composed of alternating neighboring CoF 6 octahedra which share edges and corners. In this structure the cobalt and fluorine atoms are in sites with D 2h and C 2v symmetry, respectively. The Co atoms are located in the Wyckoff position (WP) 2a (0, 0, 0) and F atoms are in 4f (x, x, 0). Hence, the rutile structure is characterized by the lattice parameters a and c and the x from the 4f WP. Figure 2 shows a selection of XRD patterns of CoF 2 measured at different pressures up to 19.1 GPa. There is no noticeable change in the diffraction pattern up to 3.6 GPa. The Rietveld refinement for all diffraction patterns was carried out using TOPAS software. At 0.5 GPa, the lattice parameters for the tetragonal rutile CoF 2 were refined to a = 4.6947 and c = 3.1784Å, which are consistent with the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD) card No. 73460 (a = 4.70 and c = 3.18Å). The lattice parameters and fractional coordinates of the rutile phase of CoF 2 phase are given in Table I and are also in good agreement with those reported in previous XRD measurements, 36 
All the observed peaks up to 3.6 GPa can be indexed as rutile type. Above this pressure, some diffraction peaks progressively broaden and appear split at 6.7 GPa as it is shown in Fig. 2 . These changes in the diffraction pattern are indicative of a phase transition in CoF 2 around 3.6 GPa. The new diffraction peaks in CoF 2 could be assigned to the orthorhombic CaCl 2 -type structure (P nnm space group). As it is observed in the volume pressure dependence in Fig. 3(a) , the transition is of second order, which implies that there is not a reduction in the volume at the structural transition. According to Fig. 3(b) , at the transition pressure, the lattice parameter a corresponding to the rutile phase splits in a and b from the CaCl 2 -type structure, while the behavior of the c parameter with respect to pressure remains almost constant. This transition has been also observed from XRD measurements and DFT calculations in other rutile fluorides and oxides such as MgF 2 , 6 SiO 2 , 37 and GeO 2 , 38 to name a few. (6) fluorite (8) rutile ( Upon further compression in a pressure range between 10 and 14 GPa, new peaks appear in the diffraction patterns, corresponding to a phase coexistence and characterized by a crystal volume contraction of 8%, within this pressure range. According to our analysis, the CaCl 2 -type structure and PdF 2 -type (P a3 space group) phases are present, as noted in Fig. 3(a) . A typical Rietveld refinement of the diffraction data at 12.7 GPa is shown in Fig. 2(a) , while the lattice parameters and fractional coordinates are given in Table I . These parameters are similar to those reported in recent DFT calculations of FeF 2 at 13.2 GPa. 10 The transition P nnm →P a3 has been observed in other fluorides, such as MgF 2 . 6, 8 However, this behavior happens to be different in the CoF 2 case. According to previous work in FeF 2 (Ref. 10) and MnF 2 , 39 this transition could be observed only under nonhydrostatic conditions, while under hydrostaticity the transition goes from P nnm to a distorted PdF 2 -type phase with P bca space group (Fig. 1) . Raman data of Fig. 3 indicate that phase coexistence of P nnm + P a3 between 8 and 15 GPa is very likely. This topic will be discussed in detail in Sec. IV E. A magnification of ω(P ) in the 0-12 GPa range is shown in (c) for detailed analysis of Raman frequencies along the rutile (P 4 2 /mnm), CaCl 2 -type (P nnm), and distorted PdF 2 -type (P bca) phases. Linear fitting equations of ω(P ) are given in Table II. As pressure increases, there is another first-order phase transition from CaCl 2 -type structure + P a3 to a fluorite phase (F m3m space group). According to Fig. 3(a) , the fluorite phase is preserved up to 19.1 GPa, which is the higher pressure reached in present XRD experiments but not in our experimental search. The lattice parameters of fluorite at this pressure are also reported in Table I . While in rutile, distorted rutile, and P a3 phases, the cobalt cation Co 2+ is surrounded by six fluorines, in this phase the cation Co 2+ is eightfold coordinated, forming a perfect cube, as shown in Fig. 1 .
The experimental pressure-volume curves shown in Fig. 3(a) were analyzed using a third-order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state (EOS). 40 The bulk modulus (B 0 ), its pressure derivative (B 0 ), and the atomic volume (V 0 ) at zero pressure were obtained by fitting the data from rutile and CaCl 2 -type structures. For both phases, V 0 = 70.09Å 3 and B 0 = 104 GPa, at a fixed B 0 = 4 were obtained, whereas a value B 0 = 102 GPa is obtained if we employ B 0 = 4.5, as obtained from a first-principles calculation (Table I (cm −1 /GPa), and Grüneisen parameters γ at the point of CoF 2 in the rutile (P 4 2 /mnm, at ≈0 GPa) and in the high-pressure phases CaCl 2 type (P nnm, at 7.6 GPa), distorted PdF 2 type (P bca, at 12 GPa), distorted fluorite (I 4/mmm, at 18.7 GPa), and cotunnite (P nma, at 56.9 GPa). The calculated data are at 0 K and correspond to the phase-transition sequence under ideal hydrostatic conditions. We also have included the calculated Raman frequencies for nonhydrostatic PdF 2 -type and fluorite phases at the respective pressure. The experimental lattice parameters for rutile, P nnm, and fluorite phases as a function of pressure are shown in Fig. 3(b) . According to this figure, the a lattice parameter from rutile is much more compressible than c, while the b cell parameter from P nnm is more compressible than the a for rutile and as well as for a of P nnm. It is interesting to note that the c parameter for rutile and P nnm have the same compressibility below 10 GPa. In the fluorite phase, a is less compressible than the a and b cell parameters from rutile and P nnm phases, respectively. Figure 4(c) shows the pressure evolution of the Raman modes up to 11 GPa. This figure shows that the E g Raman mode has a splitting at ≈3.6 GPa, which suggests that CoF 2 undergoes a secondorder phase transition from rutile to CaCl 2 -type structure as determined from our XRD analysis.
B. Raman measurements
The second-order phase transition observed at 3.6 GPa (calculated at 4.7 GPa from Raman frequencies, see Sec. IV E 2) is noteworthy. It has been reported 10 that the frequency of the B 1g Raman mode in the rutile phase decreases with decreasing temperature or increasing pressure, in contrast to the typical behavior observed for other Raman active phonons. Thus, the Grüneisen parameter and the pressure coefficient ∂ω/∂P are negative for this mode. This softening of the B 1g mode is associated with the rotation of the anions around the central Co atom. A similar behavior has been observed in other isostructural rutile dioxides [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] and difluorides 3,7,49,50 such as SiO 2 , RuO 2 , CrO 2 , SnO 2 , GeO 2 , MnF 2 , and ZnF 2 . Analysis of the eigenvectors corresponding to the Raman B 1g softening indicates a structural instability, which is the precursor for a structural phase transition. Unfortunately, this mode in CoF 2 is located at 66 cm −1 in the 10-K Raman spectrum, 51 but its intensity is too low for a suitable measurement at room temperature, even more when we are working with DAC. However, this phase transition is characterized by a splitting of the Raman active E g mode in the orthorhombic P nnm phase, which according to calculations is slightly pressure dependent (see Fig. 5 ). Although the calculated splitting (2 cm −1 ) is below the peak width, we can follow such a splitting, and consequently determine the phase-transition pressure, by measuring the peak width of both the E g and A 1g modes as a function of pressure. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the variation of E g and A 1g Raman modes as a function and E g peaks (rutile phase) along the rutile-to-CaCl 2 -type phase transition in the 0-6 GPa pressure range. The peaks exhibit a Lorentzian profile with a peak width of 9 cm −1 in both cases. Whereas the A 1g peak width does not vary with pressure in this range, the E g peak width experiences an abrupt broadening of 13 cm −1 at 3.6 GPa. In terms of E g splitting in the orthorhombic CaCl 2 -type phase, this broadening means a splitting of 4 cm −1 at 3.6 GPa, and increases linearly with pressure at a rate of 0.5 cm −1 /GPa. of pressure, respectively, whereas the corresponding variation of the E g splitting is shown in Fig. 5(c) . In the rutile phase, the Lorentzian peak width is 10 cm −1 for both E g and A 1g . However, while the peak width does not change with pressure for the A 1g mode in the 0-6 GPa range, it behaves similarly to the E g mode below 3.6 GPa. Around this pressure, it abruptly broadens from 10 to 13 cm −1 , thus reflecting a sudden splitting of this mode. The variation of the E g splitting with pressure was obtained by fitting the Raman peak to the sum of two equal-intensity Lorentzian profiles. The results of Fig. 5 indicate that the phase transition takes place at 3.6 GPa, and above this pressure the splitting increases linearly with pressure at a rate of 0.5 cm −1 /GPa. A simple inspection of these figures confirms that CoF 2 follows a similar structural phase-transition sequence in this pressure range as other TMF 2 . Both the discontinuities in the frequency dependence with pressure and the pressure hysteresis indicate that most of them are first-order phase transitions, and take place (in upstroke) at 3.6, 8, 15, and 44 GPa. The frequency of the Raman modes, their pressure coefficients, and Grüneisen parameters are collected in Table II . With the exception of the first structural phase transition at 3.6 GPa, which is discussed in the previous section, XRD data (Fig. 2) show that the phase-transition sequence involves two phases up to 15 GPa. At this pressure, the intensity pattern abruptly changes to a cubic phase (fluorite). Figure 6 shows the variation of the x-ray absorption (XAS) around the Co K edge, E = 7725 eV, with pressure, and the corresponding Fourier-transform x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) (X(R)). A simple inspection of both x-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) and EXAFS regions reveals the structural phase transition between 10 to 15 GPa. The presence of peaks in (R) corresponding to both the first Co-F and Co-Co shells is noteworthy. They provide key information about the high-pressure phases.
C. X-ray absorption: XANES and EXAFS
In the 0-15 GPa range, (X(R)) shows a peak around 1.5Å which is related to the first F shell (Co-F distance), whereas the double-peak structure around 3Å is related to two different Co-Co distance shells. This behavior is characteristic of the rutile, CaCl 2 -type, and orthorhombic P bca structures. Above 15 GPa, the spectrum changes completely, the first peak shifts to longer Co-F distances, while the double peak transforms from a double-peak structure to a single intense Co-Co peak. This transformation confirms a structural PT to the fluoritetype structure where the F − environment of Co 2+ changes from sixfold octahedral to eightfold cubic coordination. This coordination change implies an increase of the Co-F bond distance and a simplification of the Co-Co contribution since in the fluorite phase there are 12 equivalent Co 2+ next neighbors around a given Co 2+ (F m3m). The Co-F bond distance and its pressure dependence are also shown in Fig. 6(c The change of coordination around Co 2+ in the pressureinduced phase transition at 15 GPa has important consequences in the electronic properties of CoF 2 . In fact, such a coordination change transforms the Co 2+ -F − bonding from an octahedral local structure, where the σ -bonding interaction affects mainly Below 15 GPa, the spectrum consists of mainly three spin-allowed bands, which are assigned to electronic transitions between crystal-field states within 3d 7 configuration (sixfold octahedral coordination). Note that the three bands shift to higher energy with pressure according to the crystal-field increase due to R Co-F reduction. Above 15 GPa (fluorite phase), the spectrum changes completely due to the coordination change around the Co 2+ from sixfold octahedral to eightfold cubic coordination. The spectrum in this pressure range is interpreted in terms of a 3d 3 configuration (rubylike spectrum), where the first band provides directly the t 2g − e g crystal-field splitting . 4 T 2 , 4 T 1 (a) and 4 T 1 (b) excited states, respectively, in order of increasing energy. The first band provides directly the crystal-field splitting as shown in Fig. 7 , where the energy increases with pressure, i.e., decreasing the Co-F bond distance. An analysis of the R dependence of as = kR −n indicates that the exponent of such a variation in the fluorite phase is n = 5. A more detailed account of these variations in each phase will be reported in a forthcoming paper.
E. Theoretical predictions for ideal hydrostatic conditions
Structural properties
In order to delve into the phase-transition sequence of CoF 2 and some physical properties unavailable through experiments, we have explored the structural and dynamical properties under ideal hydrostatic conditions through ab initio total-energy and lattice dynamics calculations. According to the literature, CoF 2 is an antiferromagnetic (AFM) ionic insulator at low temperature, with a Néel temperature of 37.7 K. 53 In order to rutile (6) Pnnm (6) dist. PdF 2 -type (6) dist. fluorite (8) cotunnite (9) 6.0 describe the proper magnetic behavior, we performed collinear calculations with the nonmagnetic (NM), AFM, and ferromagnetic (FM) spin configurations. We found that the AFM phase has the lowest energy for all the considered structures. Our computational findings show that the rutile phase has the lowest total energy, which is in good agreement with experimental results, and the crystal structure of rutile appears in Fig. 1 . The equilibrium lattice parameters were calculated by minimizing the crystal total energy obtained for different volumes and fit a third-order Birch-Murnaghan EOS. 40 The results for the equilibrium volume V 0 , bulk modulus B 0 , bulk modulus pressure derivative B 0 , Co magnetic moment cation per f.u. μ Co , lattice parameters a and c, interatomic bond distance d Co-F , and WPs for CoF 2 are summarized in Table I . According to Table I , the V 0 is overestimated by ≈3.5%, as usual with the GGA approximation, which implies that B 0 is typically underestimated. 54 It is also concluded from Table I that the x value for 4f WP is in agreement with experiments.
To study the high-pressure regime and the phase transitions driven by pressure in CoF 2 , we have considered several structures that were previously analyzed in the study of rutile difluorides and as well as those observed in the experimental part of this paper. The first candidate is the CaCl 2 -type structure, due to the observed second-order phase transition that takes the rutile to this phase. The PdF 2 -type one for the first-order phase transition CaCl 2 -type → PdF 2 -type observed in x-ray experiments as a coexistence of CaCl 2 -type + PdF 2 -type phases from 10 to 15 GPa [see Fig. 3(a) ]. The fluorite phase (here we also considered the distorted PdF 2 type and the distorted fluorite to account the effects of nonhydrostaticity), and the cotunnite for the final phase transition are observed in the Raman experiments [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) ]. To broaden our structural search, other structures were also included in the study for the high-pressure phases, the α-PbO 2 -type structure observed in other fluorides such as MnF 2 , 39 the badeleyite, and the distorted cubic ZrO 2 -type phase. Figure 8 (a) shows the energy-volume curves for the most representative polymorphs of CoF 2 for which the relative stability and coexistence pressures of the phases can be extracted by the common-tangent construction. 54 According to our results, the α-PbO 2 -type structure, the badeleyite, and the ZrO 2 -type phase are not competitive against the proposed experimental and distorted structures. Figure 8(b) shows the evolution of enthalpy difference H with pressure for rutile TABLE III. Mechanical representation of the phonon modes for rutile (P 4 2 /mnm), CaCl 2 -type structure (P nnm), distorted PdF 2 type (P bca), PdF 2 type (P a3), distorted fluorite (I 4/mmm), fluorite (F m3m), and cotunnite (P nma) in terms of each Wyckoff position. 4b  3  3  3  3  8c  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3 Raman 4c  6  3  6  3  6  3  6  3 214108-10 and the most relevant high-pressure phases with respect to the rutile enthalpy H rut , where P x denotes the transition pressure, at each observed structural phase transition. We should stress that in traditional DFT the calculations are performed at 0 K, so that temperature effects can be present that are not considered in this work but that can be included by using the quasiharmonic approximation, 55 for example. Therefore, the pressures at which the phase transitions occur could differ a bit from those observed experimentally, as it has been reported in other compounds, where these effects are demonstrated to be relevant. 56, 57 According to the H versus P diagram, at 0 K, we found that under hydrostatic conditions the phase transition driven by pressure can be summarized as follows: rutile → CaCl 2 type → distorted PdF 2 type → distorted fluorite → cotunnite, which is similar to the transitions reported in other TMF 2 compounds such as FeF 2 (Ref. 10) and MnF 2 . 39 Whereas if the hydrostaticity is neglected in the calculations, the path for the phase transition is rutile → CaCl 2 type → PdF 2 type → fluorite → cotunnite, as it is obtained for compounds such as MgF 2 (Refs. 6 and 8) and ZnF 2 . 4 These results are illustrated in Fig. 1 . We unveil that when nonhydrostatic conditions are considered, there is a difference of ≈0.3 GPa in the stress-tensor values along the crystallographic a, b, and c components for the PdF 2 -type and fluorite phases, whereas the energy difference in the enthalpy among distorted PdF 2 -type and PdF 2 -type (distorted fluorite and fluorite) phases is less than 0.3 meV/f.u. This means that the lowest-energy state belongs to the phases obtained under hydrostatic conditions. Table I shows the structural parameters for phases studied under hydrostatic and nonhydrostatic conditions. Although the difference in energy is small, there are important changes between the spatial groups and some properties such as phonons. Similar results were observed for FeF 2 (Ref. 10) and MnF 2 . 39 For the sake of simplicity, in what follows we limit our discussions to phases obtained under hydrostatic conditions. According to Fig. 8(b) , as pressure increases to ≈6.25 GPa, there is a phase transition from rutile to CaCl 2 -type structure. This transition is also observed in the experimental pressure dependence of volume and lattice parameters from Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), respectively. According to Fig. 6(c) , passing the transition pressure, there are only small changes in the interatomic bond distances d Co-F as CaCl 2 -type structure is obtained basically from almost rigid rotations of the CoF 6 polyhedra around the c axis. Upon further compression, there is a first-order phase transition to the distorted PdF 2 -type phase at ≈8.55 GPa. This transition involves a V contraction of 6.7%. In this phase, we observe a very small difference between the corresponding lattice parameters, less than 0.02 A [see Table I and Fig. 9(b) ], which is within the experimental error bars. In the range of stability of this phase it is observed that the interatomic bond distances d Co-F get larger as pressure increases, as can be seen in Fig. 6(b) . This phase is stable up to ≈14.8 GPa where the second first-order phase transition occurs from a distorted PdF 2 -type phase to a distorted fluorite. Here, there is a volume change of ≈2.9%. The distorted fluorite phase is a tetragonal structure with two f.u. An important fact in this transition is the change in the cobalt atomic coordination from 6 to 8, from a distorted polyhedra to a perfect cube, as it was discussed previously (see Fig. 1 ). For instructive purposes, it is better to observe the distortion of the cubic phase by plotting the lattice parameters for the distorted fluorite phase which has 4 f.u. instead of the 2 f.u. from the tetragonal I 4/mmm phase as shown in Fig. 9(b) (i.e., a from I 4/mmm is half of a parameter from the distorted fluorite). It is clear that the difference in the lattice parameters increases gradually with pressure. However, this distortion does not affect the interatomic bond distance as observed in Fig. 6(c) . We found that this phase is stable in a very large pressure range from ≈15.9 to ≈53.6 GPa. After that, there is a first-order phase transition to the cotunnite phase with a volume change of V = 4.7%. This transition involves a change in coordination from 8 to 9, where the polyhedron in this phase is very irregular with five different interatomic bond distances as indicated in Table I and Fig. 1 . According to Fig. 9(b) , this phase has almost the same compressibility as the distorted fluorite. However, the lattice parameter a is much more compressible than the other two lattice parameters. This is due to the fact that the longest d Co-F is located mostly along this crystallographic direction. The CoF 2 compound is stable in the cotunnite phase up to 80 GPa, which is the largest pressure reached in this study. Table III whereas the E modes are doubly degenerate. At the point, each phase has three zero-frequency acoustic modes: for rutile and distorted fluorite they are A 2u + E u , whereas for orthorhombic phases CaCl 2 type, distorted PdF 2 type, and cotunnite they are B 1u + B 2u + B 3u . The phonon frequencies ω, pressure coefficients ∂ω ∂p , and Grüneisen parameters γ for rutile and high-pressure phases are listed in Table II . Additionally, in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) , the calculated Raman frequencies are plotted against pressure, with fair comparison with experimental measurements, which are also reported.
Vibrational properties
Cobalt (II) fluoride, as other rutile compounds, presents a second-order phase transition driven by pressure, from rutile to CaCl 2 -type structure. The nature of this transition implies a phonon mode correlation between the rutile and CaCl 2 -type structures. As already mentioned, at the transition pressure, some modes from the rutile phase split in other phonon modes in the CaCl 2 -type structure: the E g splits into the B 2g + B 3g , and the E u into the B 2u + B 3u . 10 These conclusions are well illustrated in Fig. 10 , where it is shown the pressure dependence of the calculated (a) Raman and (b) IR mode frequencies at the point from the rutile and high-pressure phases. According to this, the transition rutile → CaCl 2 -type structure occurs at ≈4.7 GPa. This transition pressure is smaller than that obtained from the H − P diagram of Fig. 8(b) . This difference could be due to temperature effects not considered in our calculations.
As it was pointed out in the structural properties section, the P bca phase is a distortion of a cubic phase called PdF 2 type. As a result, the Raman (3T g and E g ) and IR (6T u ) phonon modes of the PdF 2 -type phase split into the Raman (3B 1g + 3B 2g + 3B 3g and 2A g ) and IR (6B 1u + 6B 2u + 6B 3u ) phonon modes of the distorted PdF 2 type, respectively. Therefore, the difference among the Raman frequencies (B 1g B 2g + B 3g , and the A g ) and IR (B 1u + B 2u + B 3 ) modes for the corresponding T g , E g , and T u modes are small mainly due to the slight cell-structure distortion (see Table II ). Note that in the distorted PdF 2 -type phase, three IR modes (B 1u + B 2u + B 3u ) are acoustic at the point. Table II shows that in this phase there are three IR phonon modes with negative pressure coefficient with very similar values. This behavior is due to the fact that these modes correspond to one T u mode from the PdF 2 -type phase.
The distorted fluorite phase behaves somewhat similar to the distorted PdF 2 type. Here, we have 2 Raman (B 1g + E g ) and 4 IR (2A 2u + 2 E u ) phonon modes which result from the split of the T 2g + 2T 1u phonon modes from the fluorite phase, where one A 2u and one E u correspond to the zero-frequency acoustic phonon modes at the point. In this phase, there are important differences in the phonon frequencies between experimental and theoretical results (Table II) . However, both the theoretical and experimental pressure coefficients have similar values.
In the cotunnite phase, there is no negative pressure coefficient. Here, we found a very good agreement between the experimental and theoretical results for the A g Raman mode. Generally, we observe that the pressure coefficient for rutile-type compounds in the cotunnite phase follows the trend ( 
Energy (eV) coordination (i.e., as ionic radius of the TMF 2 increases so does the pressure coefficient in the cotunnite phase).
Electronic properties
The electronic band structures and the density of states (DOS) for the rutile and high-pressure phases are reported in Fig. 11 , whereas the Brillouin zone (BZ) for each crystal phase appears in Fig. 12 . The density of states shows quite clearly that all phases are antiferromagnetic with a perfect imaging between populated majority and minority bands. The electronic energy gap and its pressure dependence are reported in Table IV . In general terms, the insulator characteristic of CoF 2 remains as a function of pressure and the value of the electronic gap is barely affected and even remains the indirect character starting from the rutile phase to high-pressure phases. The only main feature to highlight is basically that the gap changes from M-to another vector in the Brillouin zone. The largest change occurs for the I 4/mmm structure, where the gap is 4.88 eV compared to 4.44 eV at the rutile phase, but with very similar pressure dependence. The band dispersion close to the Fermi level is small, indicating a large localization, mostly from cobalt d states, as observed from Fig. 11 . This feature is also observed in the conduction bands, where the lowest bands are weakly dispersive and also come from cobalt d states. The only difference observed is again in the case of I 4/mmm structure, where there is an important shift of the band structure, the electron population close to the Fermi level is largely depleted, and the main peak observed at the Fermi level for the other phases is shifted down by a bit more than 0.1 eV. There is a single contribution to the conduction bands from the parabolic band.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that CoF 2 experiences a structural phase-transition sequence with pressure similar to other TMF 2 like FeF 2 . DFT calculations are in fair agreement with structural phase-transition sequence observed in the Raman and XRD results. Moreover, a phase coexistence is observed and the observed stabilization of the fluorite-type phase under nonhydrostatic conditions is clarified through our theoretical calculations. The observed phase-transition sequence under nonhydrostatic conditions at room temperature, according to XRD and Raman experiments (Fig. 4) is rutile → 3.6 GPa → CaCl 2 -type phase → 8 GPa → phase coexistence (P nnm + P a3 + P bca) → 15 GPa → fluorite → 44 GPa → cotunnite. The calculated sequence under ideal hydrostatic condition at 0 K is rutile → 6.25 GPa → CaCl 2 -type phase → 8.55 GPa → distorted PdF 2 type → 14.8 GPa → distorted fluorite → 53.6 GPa → cotunnite. The first rutile to CaCl 2 -type phase transition happens to be of second order as it does not involve volume change. However, it splits the E g Raman mode, which was detected by a peak broadening at the phasetransition pressure. A salient feature is the characterization of a structural phase transition to the fluorite-type structure at 15 GPa, involving a drastic change of coordination from sixfold octahedral to eightfold cubic. The calculated total volume collapse between 10 and 15 GPa is about 9% close to the measured experimental value. Under these conditions, the tetragonal distorted fluorite phase is stabilized instead of the cubic fluorite structure observed experimentally. Nevertheless, consideration of nonhydrostaticity in the calculations reveals that the distorted fluorite phase is not stable and the cubic fluorite is eventually stabilized. This surprising result explains why the pioneering works of MnF 2 and CoF 2 have reported that the fluorite-type phase corresponds to the high-pressure phase for both materials, despite that such a cubic structure could not be stabilized under hydrostatic conditions. Simulations also reveal that instead of the orthorhombic P bca structure, the cubic PdF 2 type is stabilized prior to the fluorite phase under nonhydrostatic conditions. However, we experimentally detect traces of both the distorted PdF 2 -type and the PdF 2 -type phases, thus suggesting a coexistence of these two phases, making the analysis of XRD data difficult. The fact that TABLE IV. Calculated direct-energy gap among the special k points of the BZ zone, energy gap g , and the pressure variation of the g of CoF 2 for rutile and the high-pressure phases at the specified pressure. the energy difference in the enthalpy among P bca and P a3 phases is less than 0.3 meV/f.u. justifies the observed puzzling behavior of CoF 2 in the 10-15 GPa range. Regarding the phase-transition pressures, the differences observed between theoretical and experimental data could be due to temperature effects since our calculations were done at 0 K, then we only considered the enthalpy versus pressure phase diagram instead of the Gibbs versus pressure which could be done at temperatures =0 K. The influence of the transition-metal ion in the phasetransition sequence under pressure in TMF 2 is noteworthy. We conclude that more than the ionic radii (stereochemistry basis), d bonding plays an important role in the stabilization of given phases at high pressure. The similitude between the phase-transition sequence exhibited by CoF 2 (3d 7 ) and FeF 2 (3d 6 ) in comparison to ZnF 2 and MgF 2 (closed-shell configurations) underlines the strong influence of an open d-orbital configuration (3d 7 or 3d 6 ) in stabilizing different phases upon compression. The Raman mode frequency and its pressure dependence are close to those obtained from first-principles calculations. This point is important since many of the vibrational modes are neither IR nor Raman active or even may be silent in pressure experiments, and therefore the calculated data as compared to the experimental data allow us to get a full description of the vibrational and elastic properties of the CoF 2 following the proposed first-principles DFT methodology. We also note that the electronic properties are weakly sensitive to pressure even to values of 80 GPa.
